2022 Davis Moonlight Run: Please confirm your entry details
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Davis Moonlight Run

March 23, 2022
Hello Jeannine!
In just three and a half months, we'll be gathered together again for summertime's most moo-velous event: the
Davis Moo-nlight Run! We're thrilled that you are scheduled to be joining us and can't wait for race night:
Saturday, July 9th.
2022 Start Times will be as follows:
7:30 pm - Ten Mile Start
7:45 pm - Kids Half Mile Start
8:00 pm - 5K/10K Start
8:10 pm - 2K Start

You are receiving this email because you fall into one of two categories:
(1) you were registered for the 2020 Davis Moonlight Run, which was canceled/postponed due to the onset of the
pandemic, and you were transferred to the 2022 race; or
(2) you have already registered for this year's 2022 event.

Below are details of your race entry.
For those of you who were transferred from 2020, we've kept you in the same category (Half Marathon to Ten Mile,
10K to 10K, 5K to 5K, Kids Run to Kids Run) and the same shirt size. If you'd like to change your distance or shirt
size. use the link below to 'manage/edit' your race registration within your runsignup account. This year we've also
added a 2K Family Friendly Run/Walk (dogs and strollers welcome).

We want to take this opportunity to confirm your entry with you - in particular your race distance and your
t-shirt size.
We had a few changes to our shirt size categories that may have affected your entry, and we want to double
check with you that your size is correct.
Some of you may wish to change your race distance and/or shirt size, which is completely doable. Use the
provided 'edit registration' link below.
YOUR ENTRY:
Jeannine
Distance: 5K Run or Walk
Age:
Gender: Female
Team:
Shirt Option: Men's XL
>>>>>Modify your entry here >>>> Edit Registration
If you have trouble modifying your entry, please feel free to send us an email and we would be happy to make the
change for you.

2020 Transferred Participants:
If you are unable to participate in-person on July 9th, you have a couple of options.
1. Gift your race entry to a friend or family member
2. Transfer to the virtual division
3. Transfer your entry to our Davis Labor Day Race (deadline to transfer is June 1).
>>To transfer to the virtual category, or to gift your entry to a friend, use the 'edit registration' link above. To gift to a
friend, you will need to input their first and last name plus their email address. This will initiate the transfer, and
send them an email as to how to use your gift to register for the event. Deadline to gift an entry is July 1.
>>To transfer to the Labor Day Race 5K/10K, email us here by June 1.

We've also received some inquiries as to the reason behind the change from a Half
Marathon to a Ten Mile, and we'd like to explain.
In a nutshell, it is due to timeframes and safety.
In 2019, the Half Marathon was moved to a 7:30 pm race start due to heat. This was a later start than we've
ever had, and it was well-received - much less hot air and pavement than the previous 7:00 pm or 6:30 pm
start times than we have tried before. We did not want to change to an earlier start time.
Safety Considerations.
We ran into an issue with the later start time, which was that it meant some of our volunteers on the latter
half of the half marathon course were out in their position well into the evening, as late as 10:30 to 11:00
pm. Unfortunately, that is later than we would like to have our volunteers on the course at night due to
safety. This also impacted general considerations for the nearby neighborhoods and residents.
Solution.
Rather than enact a super early cut off time for the half marathon run, which would preclude some runners
from participating due to time constraints, we've opted to go with the ten mile distance.

This allows us to keep the 7:30 pm start that many of you advocated for. (Unfortunately, offering a second,
early start for some participants is not feasible with the course/venue layout).
The distance change also allows runners up to a 15:00/mile pace to participate in a longer distance run and
reach the finish line within 2 hours and 30 minutes (10 pm) and enjoy the post-race activities before the
night concludes.
Finally, it is better for the volunteers and nearby residents.
We are hopeful that it is as best of a solution as possible for everyone.

WHEW! This was a lot of information, and we appreciate you taking the time to read. Best of luck with your training
and have an awesome springtime! We will see you July 9th!
Yours,
A Change of Pace Foundation
Follow us on social media:
>> A Change of Pace Foundation Facebook
>> Davis Moonlight Race Facebook
>> A Change of Pace Instagram
>> A Change of Pace Twitter

Davis Moonlight Run
Davis, CA
Sat July 9 2022
Contact Race
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